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LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, July

24, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- In an

era where the accuracy and reliability

of data are paramount, Eagle Eye

Screening Solutions emerges as a

leader in the public records retrieval

sector. Under the adept leadership of Jason Allen, the company is redefining how Consumer

Reporting Agencies (CRAs) access and utilize crucial information. With a commitment to

innovation and precision, Eagle Eye Screening Solutions provides a suite of services designed to

empower businesses through trustworthy data verification.

A Comprehensive Suite of Services

Automated Court Site Searches

At the heart of Eagle Eye's offerings lies its automated court site search capabilities. With access

to over 3,800 automated court sites nationwide, the company specializes in County Criminal,

County Civil, and Statewide Criminal searches. This extensive network enables CRAs to

significantly reduce operational costs while enhancing their profit margins. By leveraging

advanced technology, Eagle Eye ensures that clients benefit from improved accuracy and

efficiency in their background checks.

Criminal Records Search

Eagle Eye Screening Solutions prioritizes providing reliable criminal data that is vital for informed

decision-making. Their criminal records search service features competitive pricing tailored for

CRAs, alongside an industry-leading turnaround time. This makes Eagle Eye a trusted partner in

conducting comprehensive criminal background checks.

Civil Records Search

Navigating the complexities of civil litigation can be daunting. Eagle Eye’s civil records search

service covers both upper and lower courts, delivering essential information such as docket

numbers, types of litigation, involved parties, important dates, and case statuses. This wealth of

data empowers clients to perform thorough civil background assessments, which are critical for
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risk management and compliance.

Federal Searches

To further enhance its capabilities, Eagle Eye integrates a vast array of federal resources into its

search processes. This includes access to documents from federal courts, probation and parole

records, arrest logs, and civil claims. By incorporating these resources, Eagle Eye provides the

most comprehensive criminal background checks available, ensuring that clients receive the

most pertinent and up-to-date information.

Business Searches

Eagle Eye Screening Solutions also recognizes the importance of business intelligence. Their

services extend to conducting exhaustive business credit score reports, which provide insights

into a company's financial health. These reports are instrumental for organizations in evaluating

potential business partners and making informed fiscal decisions. Eagle Eye's continuous

monitoring and alerts empower clients to stay ahead in a dynamic economic landscape.

International Criminal Searches

With a global reach that spans over 200 countries and territories, Eagle Eye is equipped to fulfill

international demands for criminal and civil record checks. This service is particularly valuable

for organizations with global operations or those seeking to verify information across borders.

Eagle Eye’s expertise and extensive resources ensure compliance and security while delivering

precise results tailored to each client’s unique screening needs.

Custom Research Solutions

Eagle Eye goes above and beyond standard offerings with its court runner-based research

services. A dedicated team of researchers is assigned to meet the specific needs of clients,

providing a personalized approach rarely seen in the industry. This commitment to service

excellence aligns with the PBSA Criminal Research Provider Guidelines, ensuring that all

personnel are rigorously vetted and trained to deliver high-quality results.

The Vision of Jason Allen

Jason Allen’s leadership at Eagle Eye Screening Solutions is characterized by a relentless pursuit

of accuracy and reliability. With over twenty years of experience in various sectors, Allen has

cultivated a deep understanding of the challenges faced by businesses seeking dependable

background screening services. His vision for Eagle Eye involves bridging communication gaps

between court runners and their clients, allowing for seamless interactions and efficient data

exchanges.

By adopting advanced automated methodologies, Eagle Eye minimizes manual errors typically

associated with data entry tasks. This comprehensive approach not only enhances precision but

also integrates seamlessly with modern digital operations, making it easier for CRAs to serve

their clientele effectively.



Eagle Eye Screening Solutions stands as a beacon of trust and accuracy in the world of

background screening. By intertwining technology, extensive experience, and a commitment to

excellence, the company empowers clients to make informed decisions with confidence.

Through its innovative services and dedication to customer satisfaction, Eagle Eye is not just a

provider of data—it is a partner in building trust within professional relationships.

For organizations looking to elevate their verification processes, Eagle Eye Screening Solutions

offers a distinctive advantage—a promise of unfaltering accuracy and reliability that is crucial in

today’s data-driven landscape. Explore the Eagle Eye difference and see how they can help

achieve data verification goals with precision and integrity.
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